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ABSTRACT 28 

Background: Literature has shown that the effect of depression on all-cause mortality is 29 

stronger in men. However, it is less clear whether depression affects older and younger 30 

people equally. The present study is aimed to analyze whether depression is associated 31 

to all-cause mortality in different age and gender groups. Methods We analyzed a 32 

nationally representative sample of the Spanish adult population that was followed-up 33 

on for a period of 6 years (n=4583). Unadjusted and adjusted cox proportional hazard 34 

regression models were conducted to test whether baseline depression was associated 35 

to all-cause mortality in the total sample and in the different gender and age specific 36 

groups, separately. Results: Unadjusted analyses revealed that depression was 37 

associated with higher likelihood of having a shorter survival and dying, in the total 38 

sample and in both groups of men (18-64 and 65+ years). However, adjusted analyses 39 

stratified by age groups and gender revealed that depression was only a significant 40 

factor for all-cause mortality in 18-64 aged men (HR: 6.11; 95% CI= 2.16,17.23). 41 

Limitations: Cause-specific mortality was not examined. Young adults and middle-aged 42 

participants were not analyzed separately. Conclusions: The depression and all-cause 43 

mortality relationship was only found among young and middle-aged men. Further 44 

studies should consider whether the significant association between depression and all-45 

cause mortality in young and middle-aged men is due to a behavior of seeking help less, 46 

the way depression is shaped in adult men, or to other clinical or health-system related 47 

factors. 48 

Key words: All-cause, mortality, depression, gender, age  49 

 50 

 51 
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INTRODUCTION 52 

A positive relationship between depression and all-cause mortality has been widely described 53 

(Machado et al., 2018). Previous studies have also reported that the excess of mortality related 54 

to depression is generally higher for men (Cuijpers et al., 2014). However, whether this 55 

relationship is significant for young-and-middle-age adults has been less explored, as most of 56 

the existing studies that have analyzed this topic have been focused on older population i.e. 57 

those above 60 or 65 years old (Cuijpers et al., 2014). Among the few ones examining a 58 

possible effect of depression on mortality differentiating between younger and older age 59 

groups, contradictory evidence has been found. Whereas some studies point out to an 60 

increased risk for mortality in older people (Kimbro et al., 2014), others have found a higher 61 

mortality rate in individuals younger than 60 years (Laursen et al., 2016). The present study 62 

takes advantage of a large and representative follow-up of the Spanish population and is 63 

aimed to shed light on the mortality-depression relationship, analyzing the association 64 

between depression and all-cause mortality in different gender and age groups.  65 

METHODS 66 

Sample and Design 67 

We used data from the “Edad con Salud” cohort study. The baseline survey (Wave 1) included 68 

a nationally-representative sample of the community-dwelling Spanish population (aged 18+ 69 

years) as part of the Collaborative Research on Ageing in Europe (COURAGE in Europe) study, 70 

which was conducted between 2011 and 2012. The selection of participants included a 71 

stratified, multistage, clustered area probability design, based on the Spanish geographical 72 

areas and population size as collected by the Spanish Statistical Office.  Follow-up 73 

examinations (Wave 2 and Wave 3) were conducted between 2014 and2015, and in 2018, 74 

respectively. Interviews were performed face-to-face at the respondents’ homes by trained 75 

interviewers. Further details on data collection procedures have been described elsewhere 76 

(Garin et al., 2015). From the 4,753 participants interviewed at baseline (response rate 69.9%), 77 
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we excluded participants that could not be personally interviewed due to cognitive or physical 78 

limitations. In these cases, a proxy interview lacking a detailed assessment of depressive 79 

symptoms was conducted (n=170). The final analytical sample comprised 4,583 participants. 80 

The total sample was also divided into four groups according to gender and age, namely: 18-64 81 

year men (n=1,264), 18-64 year women (n=1,454), 65 years and older men (n=814), and 65 82 

years and older women (n=1,051). The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the 83 

Ethics Review Committees of Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu, Barcelona, and the Hospital 84 

Universitario La Princesa, Madrid. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. 85 

Measures 86 

Mortality  87 

All-cause mortality was ascertained for a six-year period by linking to the Spanish National 88 

Death Index up to October 31, 2018. As there could be some cases which the National Death 89 

Index is not immediately updated in, information was also complemented during the 90 

household visits (i.e. a verbal autopsy questionnaire was conducted if a household informant 91 

reported that the participant had passed away). For those deceased participants with 92 

insufficient data, date of death was assumed to have occurred at the midpoint between the 93 

last face-to-face interview and the next data collection period. 94 

Depression  95 

The presence of a 12-month depressive episode at baseline was measured using an adapted 96 

version of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI 3.0) (Kessler et al., 1998). An 97 

algorithm based on ICD-11 depressive episode criteria (World Health Organization, 2017) was 98 

used for the endorsement of a major depressive episode. Depression was also considered if 99 

participants reported to have received medication or psychological treatment for depression in 100 

the previous 12 months before Wave 1.   101 

Covariates 102 
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A set of potential confounders measured at Wave 1 and related to depression and mortality 103 

were considered (Cuijpers et al., 2014). This group included gender, age (in years), level of 104 

education, living with a partner or being married, level of alcohol intake according to WHO 105 

guidelines (2000),  tobacco use (never smokers vs. former/current smokers), presence of 106 

feelings of loneliness [using the UCLA scale (Hughes et al., 2004); the participants who scored 107 

three in the UCLA were defined as people who have hardly ever felt alone, and those who 108 

scored from four to nine were defined as having presence of feelings of loneliness (Martín-109 

María et al., 2019)], and finally, the presence of at least one of the seven chronic health 110 

conditions (asthma, arthritis, diabetes, angina pectoris, hypertension, stroke, and chronic lung 111 

disease), which included self-reported diagnosis and/or the presence of the core symptoms in 112 

the previous 12 months [see (Garin et al., 2015)]. 113 

Analyses 114 

Normalized weights with post-stratification corrections were calculated to adjust the Wave 1 115 

sample to the Spanish sociodemographic distribution. Unweighted frequencies, and weighted 116 

percentages of demographic and health-related variables were calculated for the total sample 117 

and for individuals with and without 12-month depression in Wave 1. Prevalence rates of 118 

depression were also calculated for the different gender and age groups. Statistically significant 119 

differences between all these groups were calculated with the Rao-Scott test (Rao and Scott, 120 

1984). Kaplan–Meier survival curves with the Wald χ2 test were used to estimate whether the 121 

time to death in days (from the first interview) was significantly different for people with and 122 

without depression.  123 

Bivariate Cox proportional hazards regression models were calculated including Wave 1 124 

depression, age, gender, being married/cohabiting, education, alcohol and tobacco use, 125 

presence of feelings of loneliness, and presence of any chronic health condition as possible 126 

independent variables. Subsequently, adjusted Cox regression models were performed 127 

including Wave 1 depression as independent variable, and the rest of the variables as covariates. 128 
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In order to obtain a more parsimonious multivariate model, we used Greenland’s 129 

recommendations (2016) and age, gender, marital status, education, loneliness, and the 130 

presence of chronic health conditions were selected as key confounding variables. Unadjusted 131 

and adjusted cox regression analyses were run for the total sample and for the four age and 132 

gender groups, separately. Finally, an adjusted cox regression analysis was performed for the 133 

total sample including the four gender and age groups, depression, and an interaction term 134 

between them as independent variables. The Wald test was used to examine whether the 135 

interaction between age and gender groups and depression was statistically significant. Hazard 136 

ratios (HRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. Analyses were performed using 137 

Stata version 15. The level of statistical significance was fixed at p<0.05.  138 

RESULTS 139 

Significant differences between depressed and non-depressed samples in terms of demographic 140 

and health related characteristics were found (Table 1). The mean of days of survival was 141 

2236.22 (SD=425.38), ranging from 19 to 2,668 days for total sample. The percentage of all-142 

cause mortality was higher in people with depression (n=96, 9.41%) than in people without 143 

depression (n=361, 5.00%) (Table 1). Significant differences were found in the prevalence of 144 

depression across different age and gender groups [F(2.42, 38.72)=87.32; p<0.001]. Presence of 145 

depression was higher for older women (26.95%) and younger women (16.52%) than for 146 

younger (7.50%) and older men (7.60%). Almost 12% (n=17) of young and middle-aged men with 147 

depression and 1.29% (n=37) of young and middle-age men without depression passed away 148 

during the follow-up. Regarding older men, 24% (n=27) with depression and 40% (n=186) 149 

without depression passed away during the follow-up. In the group of women, 2.4% (n=12) of 150 

young and middle-aged women with depression versus 1% (n=18) of young and middle-age 151 

women without depression passed away during the follow-up. The percentage of deceased 152 

cases for older women without depression was 15% (n=120) and for older women with 153 

depression it was 14% (n=120). Weighted Kaplan–Meier survival curves (Figure 1) showed that 154 
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depression had a significant negative effect on survival time in the groups of young and middle-155 

aged men (χ²(1)=24.24; p<0.001) and older men (χ²(1)=8.33; p=0.004) in comparison with their 156 

counterparts without depression. The unadjusted models indicated that having depression was 157 

significantly related to a lower likelihood of survival for the total sample (HR: 2.01; 95% CI= 1.46, 158 

2.78; p<0.001), for young and middle-aged men (HR: 9.85; 95% CI= 3.51, 27.69; p<0.001), and 159 

for older men (HR: 1.88; 95% CI= 1.19, 2.96; p=0.010). After controlling for confounders, 160 

participants with depression were at 50% higher risk of all-cause mortality than people without 161 

depression in the total sample (HR: 1.50; 95% CI= 1.04, 2.17; p=0.030). After separating the total 162 

sample by gender and age groups, no significant effects of all-cause mortality associated with 163 

depression were found in older men (HR: 1.52; 95% CI= 0.91, 2.53; p=0.10), young and middle-164 

aged women (HR: 1.06; 95% CI= 0.46, 2.43; p=0.89), or older women (HR: 0.96; 95% CI= 0.72, 165 

1.29; p=0.79). However, among young and middle-aged men, those with depression were six 166 

times more likely to die during follow-up (HR: 6.11; 95% CI= 2.16, 17.23; p=0.002). The 167 

interaction term between gender and age groups and depression was statistically significant 168 

[χ²(3, 14)=11.31, p<0.001]. 169 

DISCUSSION 170 

The present study is one of the first to analyze gender and age differences in the relationship 171 

between depression and all-cause mortality. While depression was associated with a modest 172 

increase in all-cause mortality for the whole sample (as reported multiple times before), after 173 

stratifying by age groups and sex the effect was only found for the group of young and middle-174 

aged men. This finding is important if we consider that most of the previous studies reporting 175 

mortality and depression have been focused on the older population (Cuijpers et al., 2014). 176 

Although this result warrants further research, several explanations may be hypothesized. 177 

Firstly, this result could be due to the fact that younger men frequently seek less help for 178 

mental health problems than older men and women (Oliver et al., 2005). In this line, untreated 179 

depression has been associated with higher disability (Ghio et al., 2015) and with a poor 180 
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adherence to treatment of other existing health problems (Pirl and Roth, 1999), which might 181 

both contribute to higher risk of all-cause mortality. Secondly, it is possible that depression in 182 

young and middle-aged men is particularly associated with factors that increase mortality risk. 183 

For example, men are more likely to self-medicate (Bolton et al., 2009), to experience anger 184 

attacks and aggressions and to take on risky behaviors in case of depression (Martin et al., 185 

2013). Another further reason could be due to the fact that the younger group of men 186 

represented the most severe and treatment-resistant cases in our study, which have been also 187 

associated with an increased risk for mortality in young people. Finally, health-system and 188 

social related factors could also be involved, and particularly affect young and-middle aged 189 

men. For example, higher negative views towards depression in men have been reported in 190 

younger men than in other age and gender groups (Mackenzie et al., 2019). In addition, 191 

younger people with depression generally suffer from higher levels of stigma than older 192 

people (Werner and Segel-Karpas, 2019). A higher level of public stigma and self-stigma might 193 

complicate help-seeking behavior and general health care in young men with depression, 194 

which might be subsequently related to higher mortality. Nonetheless, the relationship 195 

between stigma and an all-cause mortality in depression should be further analyzed. 196 

Although this study ha(Mackenzie et al., 2019)s used valid measures, a nationwide sample, and 197 

a mid-term follow-up mortality (six years), their results should also be interpreted in the light 198 

of the following limitations. Firstly, we have not differentiated between natural and unnatural 199 

causes of death, which could potentially diverge in different age groups. However, previous 200 

research has reported that depression is associated with natural and unnatural mortality 201 

causes both in younger and older people (Laursen et al., 2016). Secondly, the use of self-202 

reported measures could have affected the accuracy of some variables. However, evidence has 203 

shown that self-reported health measures can effectively assess mortality risk in comparison 204 

with objective health measures (Kuhn et al., 2006). Thirdly, we have not used time-varying 205 

approaches that could clarify whether participants were actually meeting the criteria for a 206 
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depressive episode when they died. However, our intention was to examine whether to 207 

experience a depressive episode could impact on all-cause mortality. Fourthly, we 208 

acknowledge that the young and middle-aged group is quite heterogeneous. However, we did 209 

not have a sample size large enough to differentiate between young adults and middle-aged 210 

participants. And finally, the observational study design cannot help to elucidate causal 211 

mechanisms between depression and mortality. In spite of all these limitations, this study has 212 

shown that the depression and all-cause mortality relationship is not homogeneous across 213 

gender and age groups, and that risk of all-cause mortality was particularly relevant in young 214 

and middle-aged men. These findings might have several implications. Firstly, studies analyzing 215 

relationships between depression and mortality should not only focus on older people, but 216 

include young and middle-aged participants. Secondly, higher efforts should be made to build 217 

an integrated healthcare system for people with depression in Spain, and particularly for 218 

young and middle-aged men. And last but not least, depression and mortality relationship 219 

decreased considerably after adjustment for other factors. Therefore, the relationship 220 

between depression and mortality was likely explained by other factors. Further studies are 221 

necessary to check the underlying mechanisms that explain the pathways between depression 222 

and all-cause mortality and why the depression and mortality relationship could be potentially 223 

limited to young and middle-aged men.  224 

  225 
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the total sample and comparison between respondents 285 

with and without depression (“Edad con Salud”) study, Spain 2011-2018 286 

n, % Total sample 
(n=4,583) 

Depressed 
sample (n=762, 
13.27%) 

Non- depressed 
sample (n=3,821, 
86.73%) 

p value 

Death n, % 457, 5.40 96, 9.41 361, 4.79 <0.001 

Age n, %     

18-64 years 2718,  79.43 424, 71.72 2294, 80.61 <0.001 

≥65 years 1865, 20.57 338, 28.28 1527, 19.39  

Gender n, %    <0.001 

Men 2078, 49.37 198, 28.09 1880, 52.63  

Women 2505, 50.63 564, 71.91 1941, 47.37  

Education level n, %    <0.001 

Less than primary  1269, 16.64  321, 31.32 948, 14.39  

Primary/ secondary  1820, 38.04 284, 40.17 1536, 37.71  

High School/ 
university 

1493, 45.32 157, 28.51 1336, 47.90  

Marital status, n %    <0.001 

Married/cohabiting 2777, 56.62 368, 45.75 2409, 58.28  

Single/ 
widow/divorced 

1806, 43.38 394, 54.25 1412, 41.72  

Feelings of loneliness 
n, % 

   <0.001 

Never or hardly ever 3286, 75.5 359, 49.34 2927, 79.48  

Presence 1182, 24.5 377, 50.66 805, 20.52  

Alcohol n, %    <0.001 

Lifetime abstainers 1345, 26.28 291, 32.48 1054, 25.33  

Occasional drinkers 1424, 31.74 293, 39.92 1131, 30.48  

Frequent drinkers 1814, 41.98 178, 27.6  1636, 44.18  

Tobacco n, %    0.17 

Never smokers 2339, 46.37 436, 49.26 1903, 45.92  

Current/former 
smokers 

2244, 53.63 326, 50.74 1918, 54.08  

Chronic conditions n, 
% 

   <0.001 

Yes 3032, 48.31 588, 63.66 2444, 45.96  

Note: Unweighted frequencies, weighted percentages 287 

 288 
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Figure 1. Weighted Kaplan–Meier estimated curves for cumulative survival by gender, age and 

depression groups a 

 

a Note: Wald χ2 tests compared survival distributions between participants with and without 

depression in each gender and age group. 
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